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	This book is an introduction and deep-dive into the many uses of dynamic SQL in Microsoft SQL Server. Dynamic SQL is key to large-scale searching based upon user-entered criteria. It’s also useful in generating value-lists, in dynamic pivoting of data for business intelligence reporting, and for customizing database objects and querying their structure.


	Executing dynamic SQL is at the heart of applications such as business intelligence dashboards that need to be fluid and respond instantly to changing user needs as those users explore their data and view the results. Yet dynamic SQL is feared by many due to concerns over SQL injection attacks. Reading Dynamic SQL: Applications, Performance, and Security is your opportunity to learn and master an often misunderstood feature, including security and SQL injection.


	All aspects of security relevant to dynamic SQL are discussed in this book. You will learn many ways to save time and develop code more efficiently, and you will practice directly with security scenarios that threaten companies around the world every day. Dynamic SQL: Applications, Performance, and Security helps you bring the productivity and user-satisfaction of flexible and responsive applications to your organization safely and securely. Your organization’s increased ability to respond to rapidly changing business scenarios will build competitive advantage in an increasingly crowded and competitive global marketplace.

	
		Discusses many applications of dynamic SQL, both simple and complex.
	
		Explains each example with demos that can be run at home and on your laptop.
	
		Helps you to identify when dynamic SQL can offer superior performance.
	
		Pays attention to security and best practices to ensure safety of your data.



	What You Will Learn

	
		Build flexible applications that respond fast to changing business needs.
	
		Take advantage of unconventional but productive uses of dynamic SQL.
	
		Protect your data from attack through best-practices in your implementations.
	
		Know about SQL Injection and be confident in your defenses against it
	
		Run at high performance by optimizing dynamic SQL in your applications.
	
		Troubleshoot and debug dynamic SQL to ensure correct results.



	Who This Book is For


	Dynamic SQL: Applications, Performance, and Security


	is for developers and database administrators looking to hone and build their T-SQL coding skills. The book is ideal for advanced users wanting to plumb the depths of application flexibility and troubleshoot performance issues involving dynamic SQL. The book is also ideal for beginners wanting to learn what dynamic SQL is about and how it can help them deliver competitive advantage to their organizations.
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CHAOS: A Program Collection for the PCSpringer, 1998
"... The program devoted to the Julia and Mandelbrot sets is particularly exciting. Seeing the beautiful sets appearing on the screen, manipulating parameters oneself and observing the effects is infinitely more enlightening than viewing a picture in a book. ... Each chapter also provides a guide to ideas which the graduate student might wish...
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Photo-Induced Metastability in Amorphous SemiconductorsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	As far as I know, the systematic study on chalcogenide glasses as semiconductors was initiated
	around the 1950s by a research group headed by B.T. Kolomiets of the Ioffe Physico-Technical
	Institute. During the half-century that followed, amorphous semiconductors have acquired
	their own citizenship as an unchallenged, independent area of...
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Pro VB 2005 and the .NET 2.0 Platform, Second EditionApress, 2006
The initial release of the .NET platform (circa 2001) caused quite a stir within the Visual Basic programming community. One the one hand, many die-hard VB 6.0 developers were up in arms at the major differences between VB 6.0 and Visual Basic .NET. Individuals in this group were a bit stunned to see that VB .NET was not in fact “VB...
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The Rails 5 Way (4th Edition) (Addison-Wesley Professional Ruby Series)Addison Wesley, 2017

	
		The “Bible” for Rails Development: Fully Updated for Rails 5

	
		 

	
		
			“When I read The Rails Way for the first time, I felt like I truly understood Rails for the first time.”

		...
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Advanced English Grammar: A Linguistic ApproachBloomsbury Reference, 2019

	
		With more than 50 years of teaching experience between them, Ilse Depraetere and Chad Langford present a grammar pitched precisely at advanced learners of English who need to understand how the English language really works without getting lost in the complex specifics.

	
		Now fully updated and revised throughout, the...
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The Introverted Presenter: Ten Steps for Preparing and Delivering Successful PresentationsApress, 2015

	The introvert is a personality type that draws energy from the outside inward. According to standard personality testing assessments, most people are introverts and no group is more introverted than technical professionals. Introverts are congenitally programmed to recoil from the prospect of public speaking with fear and loathing, yet making...
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